THE LOST HERITAGE OF ROMAN IRON AND STEEL BRIDGES.
VIRTUAL RECONSTRUCTION OF TWO CASE STUDIES
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ABSTRACT:
In the second half of 19th century the city of Rome knew a period of great urban transformations: the Pope Pio IX and after, the government of the new Kingdom of Italy, strongly pushed the modernization of the ancient and underdeveloped city, trying to follow the examples of the main European capitals. One of the most relevant signs of that period was the construction of multiple iron and steel bridges along the Tiber, that were built to improve the crossing network guaranteed by the old masonry links. Different supporting systems were used and many experimental technologies for the Italian context were tested, representing a crucial phase for the settle of a design and an industrial know-how that was firstly imported from the most advanced countries of the Northern Europe.

In the 20th century most of these connections were unfortunately replaced, losing this precious heritage which was strongly linked to the technological culture of the time. Garibaldi Bridge, still present but radically transformed, and Alari Bridge, completely demolished, have been accurately modelled thanks to the availability of appropriate archival documentation and on-site tests, applied following a proposed methodology. The virtual reconstruction of the two case studies permits to spread the knowledge of this lost heritage, to ease the divulgation of past technologies and to recover the unusual image of exposed iron and steel structures surrounded by the ancient panorama of the Eternal city.

1. INTRODUCTION
Two young spouses gloomily greet each other by the banks of a river that divides the city and marks the border between two nations (Figure 1). The scene from the movie "The suspended step of the stork", directed by Theo Angelopoulos, expresses the paradox and the "melancholia" of separation (Horton, 1999).

Suppose now that we replace the Greek director and we shoot the same scene introducing a bridge between the two banks in order to connect them, making possible the union of the spouses. Then the artifice of the bridge would turn the scene from the intrinsic melancholy that Angelopoulos seeks, to the joy of the meeting that finally come true. Therefore the bridge assumes a value that is not only physical and spatial, but it rises to a metaphor of what overcome distances, linking something that was previously separated (Cassani, 2014). The transcendent character perhaps represents an unpredictable trait at the time of its construction, but it historically signifies it reaffirming the fundamental importance in the landscape construction. The absence of a bridge is even more marked if it is amplified by memory. Indeed the bridge can be a weak object; more often the environmental conditions, the carelessness or the willingness of men to declare its end, drastically reduce its duration, leaving only the memory that brings with it the melancholy of absence. The memory, however, is itself "weak" and the years erase the traces of the past or accumulate on them "the dust of time"; so as to lose also memories and successive generations tend to forget what it was before. This is what happened, for example, to the iron bridges of the 19th century in Rome, a heritage that is now lost but which represented a turning point in the process of modernization of the papal city and in the construction of the new capital, generating a radical "change of direction" in the antiquated technological context of the city.

The main goal of the contribution consists of attempting a possible recovery, with a view to establishing "new bridges" with the past, bringing to light the events linked to the construction of Roman iron bridges of 19th and 20th centuries, not only to preserve their memory, but also to guarantee a reconstruction, virtual and not real, that could make present and future generations aware of an important episode in the urban history of the Eternal City. This heritage has been soon forgotten, also due to the missed recognition, in Italy, of the expressed values and to the difficult sharing of the condition of "historicity", not yet codified for the outcomes reached by iron construction from the second half of 19th century (Casciato, 2017).

If the tangible heritage is irremediably lost, the contribution intends to propose the recovery of the immaterial and intangible one; resorting to contemporary digital tools that work as a support to the process of historical-architectural re-enactment of the examined bridges, with a view to placing them, progressively and in the wake of a work that is not yet concluded, within the historical contexts that once hosted them. The potential of this approach - extensively analysed by several authors (Di Mascio and Pauwels, 2014; Quattrini et al. 2016) but open to further developments - can constitute a synthesis, even partial, of the results of the modeling allowed by the current tools of augmented reality (Rushton et al. 2018) - in particular, the panorama of images that it proposes to restore the morphology of the represented objects - and the historical significance that is related to them and which means their intrinsic intangible heritage (Guidi and Russo, 2011).

The relationship between image and history seems to find, in the field of computer graphics, a different variation, passing from the traditional approach that recognized the image as a document, assumed for its the visual testimony as historical source, to the current behaviour for which the image is considered as a virtual representation, able to take in itself material and immaterial values, reproducing history according to a re-edition that is not false or simulated, but potential
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Therefore the reconstruction of the lost heritage of the iron bridges of Rome represents the re-enactment of a crucial part of its urban history, included in the general events that mark the sudden metamorphosis from the Capital of the Papal State to the Capital of the new Savoy Kingdom.

2. LOST HERITAGE OF IRON AND STEEL BRIDGES OF ROME

In the middle of 1800s, Rome seems to be a city stopped in time, indifferent to economic and social transformations of the greatest European cities. In 1846 Pio IX, aware of this condition, intervenes with a series of acts on administrative and urban plan, supplying the city of necessary infrastructures for its functionality (Spagnesi, 1997). This extraordinary plan intends to refurbish Tiber banks and realize the first rail network. Metal construction plays a pivotal role in this affair: new bridges are built with ferrous materials, with projects and technology, which are imported from France and Belgium due to the underdevelopment of iron industries. Urban development project promotes an exceptional collaboration between Italian and foreign engineers, condition that is marked by the construction of three iron bridges along the Tiber.

In 1847 the Duke Pio Braschi Onesti founds the Suspension Iron Bridges Company, whose management is given to Camillo Montgolfier Boudin (Archivio di Stato di Roma, 1860). The company is authorised to build four suspension bridges along the Tiber, whose cost would have been recovered by the payment of a toll, but bureaucratic and legal difficulties will permit the construction of only two bridges. The first intervention concerns the refurbishment of “Pons Aemilius”, one of the oldest masonry bridges in Rome, known as “Broken Bridge” or “Senate Bridge”. The French engineer Dumont and the engineer Pietro Lanciani, design a suspension iron bridge that links existing masonry arches with Aventino embankment (Cacchiatielli and Cleter, 1865). The metal structure consists of a couple of tapered columns and on their head it is placed the suspension system, characterised by jointed chains and suspenders under tension, that support a metal deck, which is 6 meters wide and 63 metres long (Figure 2).

Ten years later Boudin’s company realises another suspension bridge, in the river section facing San Giovanni dei Fiorentini Church, designed by Alphonse Oudry with Paolo Cavi and Raffaele Canevari. The suspension system is more complex than the previous one and it uses for the first time not only iron elements, but also steel components, fabricated in England (Figure 3). The bridge shows two lateral bays and a central one, which is suspended by a system of chains, anchored at the ends to a couple of portals. The suspension system consists of chains to which are linked inclined suspenders reinforced by trusses supporting wood deck panels (D’Onofrio, 1980). Both realisations of “Suspension Iron Bridges Company” suffered a similar fate: Broken Bridge and its suspension iron structure is demolished in 1887, because of refurbishment of Tiber and Fiorentini Bridge is dismantled in 1941 in order to recover iron components that could be useful for wartime industries.

For the realization of the rail network in the area of “Termini”, the construction of a bridge between Ostiense and Papareschi riverbanks is required. The Industry Bridge, designed by the Louis Hach and built with materials that are imported from Britain, is realized by a Belgian company under the direction of Leopoldo Brockmann, Francesco Barthelemey and Paolo Cavi. It is composed of three spans, two of them are fixed on the sides, instead the central one, movable, allowed the transit of ships to the near Ripa Grande harbour. The columns, sixteen metal tubes, realised with the method of compressed-air.
caisson, are filled with stones and completed on the head by decorated metal capitals (Figure 4). On the model of "tubular iron bridges", the lateral girders show lateral trusses composed of upper and lower chords with criss-crossed diagonal braces. Lateral trusses are athwart linked and they finish at the abutments on sturdy lattice columns (Jodice, 1985). The Industry Bridge, the only one between Papal States bridges which isn’t removed, is affected by several transformations: it will preserve only the lower columns (Testa, 2007), instead the upper part will be replaced by two bowstring trusses, built with steel components of the provisional Alari Bridge (Figure 5).

In 1870, Rome becomes the capital of Kingdom of Italy. In the first municipal council nominations it is composed a group of architects and engineers, addressed for the enlargement and improvement of the city.

In the same year Rome, after an exceptional Tiber overflow, the authorities decide to start refurbishing the riverbanks. The engineer Raffaele Canevari promotes the realisation of high side walls, named “muraglioni”, which irremediably modify the previous relationship between the city and the river.

In the 1883 the second urban plan of Alessandro Viviani “considering that the present bridges are insufficient to the need.” promotes the construction of six new bridges, the refurbishment of Broken Bridge and the enlargement of connections near the Tiber Island.

In 1877, Cahen d’Anvers family, starts building a temporary pedestrian crossing between the left bank of the Tiber and the new district, close to the area of Ripetta Harbour (Figure 6). About Ripetta Bridge, Cottrau’s company, Industrial Italian Company of Metal Construction (IIICM), realises eight tubular columns, using the same technique of compressed-air caisson, already experimented for the Industry Bridge, with some differences (Cottrau, 1878). The columns support a horizontal deck, composed of parapet lattice girders, connected by equidistant truss joist. The bridge execution, reached with the collaboration of engineer Francesco Kossuth, are completed in 1878 (Carughì, 2003). In 1901, after the completion of Cavour Bridge, the municipality decides to remove Ripetta Bridge moving its metal structure in the Magliana area. This intervention involves a radical transformation: the bridge is “cut” in two segments separated by a central draw-bridge which allows the transit of the ships. It, seriously damaged with Second World War bombing, will definitely be demolished after 1944. For the new Magliana Bridge, built of reinforced concrete, the steel is used only for the central movable span.

Between the six bridges planned only two are involved in the executive regulation of municipal government: Garibaldi Bridge, both designed by the Water Municipal Office directed by Angelo Vescovoli. Garibaldi Bridge, “the greatest one built in Italy for the transit in ordinary way” (Vannelli, 1979), placed on the north end of Tiber Island, is composed of masonry abutments, a central masonry column, and two open sprandel metal arches (Figure 7). The realisation of the bridge is given to C. Zschokke & P. Terrier Company.

About the foundation system of the columns and abutments, the compressed-air system permits the realisation of metal caissons built before the column sinking. The supply of material for the construction of metal arches and deck elements, arrive from Trady & Benech Industries of Savona, that experiment for the first time in Italy the processes for the beam punching, using drills produced by Bouhey Company and for the riveting, using hydraulic machines supplied by Fielding & Platt Company (Bonato, 1889). Garibaldi Bridge, inaugurated in 1888, has been used until 1950s, indeed after some load tests caused by the increase of car transit, a structural intervention, designed by Giulio Krall, radically modify its iron appearance.

For the second bridge, Vescovoli choses a scheme of a continuous beam bridge with six supports: two abutments integrated with the riverbank walls and four columns placed in the riverbed (Figure 8). The bridge is built again by Zschokke & Terrier Company that, on this occasion, charges IIICM for the realisation of metal girder (Bonato, 1891). About the
bridges dismantled and reassembled elsewhere, a complete or partial survey of the reassembled structure can achieve useful data for the modeling of the original architecture (b5). On the other hand, if the documentation is exhaustive it is possible to define an accurate and reliable three-dimensional model according to acquired data (b1).

A problematical question originates from the first critical point: what are the aims of the three-dimensional modeling process? If primary and secondary sources and/or survey data are exhaustive, the three-dimensional model shows a high level of reliability, so it will be a valid aid not only to the disclosure and dissemination of the original image of the bridge (c1) and urban history (c2) but also a powerful study tool for enhancing the history of engineering (c3) and the building sector (c4) and the rediscovery of construction techniques (c5) and operating methods (c6) related to the second half of the 19th century and the early 20th century. On the other hand, the model will be only addressed to the disclosure and dissemination, due to the low level of reliability (c1) and (c2).

The proposed methodology is summarised in the Figure 9 and has been validated testing two case studies which are particularly significant of two of six categories previously defined: the Garibaldi bridge, ascribable to the subclass (a1) and the Alari bridge, attributable to (a6).

### 3. The Procedure Applied for the Virtual Reconstruction of Bridges

The definition of a procedure, expressly addressed to the digital reconstruction of a peculiar patrimony such as the iron bridges in the young Italian Capital - largely lost or completely transformed - requires a flexible and adaptive approach, suitable for including case studies which are particularly meaningful of the historical events phenomenology. The comprehension of developments that took place in these architectures during the period from their construction to demolition or transformation processes, involving one or more phases, represents the fundamental step for the definition of a general strategy, specifically defined and appropriate for the achievement of optimal reliability of three-dimensional models (Di Mascio et al. 2016).

In order to define a case system which include several phenomenological manifestations, related to the sequence of events, a crucial aspect consists in the recognition of a taxonomic classification for the constitution of different families which have to be pertinent to the analysed bridges. As a consequence of the previous step, six different modalities can be identified: the first occurs when a bridge has been demolished but an exhaustive documentation concerning its design and construction is available, which makes possible a reliable virtual reconstruction (a1) (Kouimtzoglou et al. 2017); a second, when a bridge has been demolished and primary and secondary sources aren't suitable for the virtual modeling (a2) (Apollonio et al. 2017); a third occurs when a bridge has been transformed but the availability of primary and secondary sources allows the reconstruction of its original configuration (a3) (Berthelot et al. 2015); a fourth, when a bridge has been involved in transformation processes and its historical documentation isn't suitable for an adequate knowledge (a4); a fifth, when a bridge has been disassembled and reassembled elsewhere - in the original configuration or adapted to different geometric-structural schemes - and exhaustive archival sources are available (a5); the last one finally, analogous to the previous one but different due to the lack of documentary sources (a6).

Within this broad operational scenario, the solution of a first critical point appears crucial: the definition of adequate strategies in case of the unavailability of exhaustive documentary sources, especially design drawings and building site documentation.

A possible answer to this problem consists in calibrating strategies according to the taxonomic categories previously introduced: if the bridge has been demolished but adequate original pictures are available, a possible strategy is the use of image rectification as a base for the virtual reconstruction (b2) otherwise the three-dimensional model can't guarantee an adequate level of reliability but it could useful for the production of realistic images (b3) (Spallone, 2007); if a bridge has been transformed and its iron structure is partially or completely hidden, physical and geometrical data can be achieved through an extended survey or a localized survey of specific parts, recurring to destructive investigations and/or non destructive investigations such as 3D-scans or ultrasonic testing (b4) (Bruno et al. 2019); in case of the impossibility to complete a survey, the outcomes have to conform to (b2); in case of

## 3.1 Garibaldi Bridge

The first of two bridges built on the far end of Tiber Island was inaugurated in 1888. The bridge, marked by two segmental metal arches sustained by a masonry pier located in the centre of the riverbed and the embankments walls on both sides, has been regularly used until 1950s, when after some load tests, the municipality decided to strengthen the structure covering the
metal arches with concrete. This intervention radically modified the bridge, indeed the iron and steel structure was entirely concealed denying the view of the river perspective that was allowed through the spaces between metal components.

A research in Roman archives was carried out to retrieve the original project drawings in order to recover the original configuration of the metal arches and at Capitoline Museums Archive it was possible to view documents that detail the executive project of the bridge (Figure 10). The completeness of the drawings and project reports, which accurately reflect the geometric dimensions and the material qualities of metal components, represents an exhaustive information base for the bridge modeling, considering that the metal elements, that are no longer visible, could be detected only with invasive or destructive tests.

The bridge modeling was carried out by retracing the same steps for the construction of the bridge carried out in the workshop and on site by the Trady & Benech industries of Savona and the company C. Zschokke & P. Terrier. This procedure allows to shape the technological elements evaluating their congruence of assembly (Ryall et al. 2000), but it also allows to define useful operating steps to explain, at an educational level, the construction phases started in 1884. Indeed the first step consisted in the modeling of the central pier and the embankment supports located on the riverbed thanks to the compressed-air system of sinking. This parts are made of metal caissons and layers of stones like tuff, flint, travertine and red granite from Baveno, used for the imposts of the arches. The second step concerned the modeling of one of the thirteen metal arches, characterised by a span of 55 metres and a height of 5 metres (Figure 11A). The I section that taper from the bearings to the centre, is composed by iron plates, four angles and two flanges made of four overlapped plates; it is obtained singularly modeling each one of the pieces, considering their different thickness and geometry (Benvenuto, 1998). The arches are connected to the piers with bearings composed by two pinned plates and a thick steel plate bending to the cylindrical pivot, made of wrought steel and fixed into cast iron and granite blocks. The third step regarded the addition of vertical struts and diagonal braces on the upper part of the arches (Figure 11B). These pieces are made of two couples of angles, that allow the insertion of plates useful for connections with athwart
braces and the positioning of the web of the upper chord, a tapered girder which is 27.5 metres long. After the completion of supports and longitudinal elements, the fourth step regarded the modeling of the complex bracing system between the half arches, composed of cross angles or simple angles, connected with three different arrangements according to the tapered geometry of the structure (Figure 11C).

The final step considered the arrangement of the bridge deck. Zorès iron elements, Ω shaped, are put on the structure with two different directions between the carriageway and side footpaths, and they support a layer of bricks and a pouring of concrete (Masi, 1996). The carriageway is completed with a layer of cobblestones, whereas footpaths are managed with an upper metal structure that permits the passage of urban systems tubes, the connection of the parapet made of curved tubes and the support of sidewalks (Figure 11D-E). The components of the bridge can be questioned about the construction of the work, they are in fact implemented with information such as quantitative reports and photomontage of the time. The insertion of the bridge model in the images related to the current context of the city allows to recover the original image of the infrastructure.

### 3.2 Alari Bridge

The construction of a new bridge on the line of Corso Vittorio Emanuele and the closure of Sant’Angelo Bridge for archaeological investigations, obliged the municipality in 1889 to request a provisional crossing of the Tiber in the area (Tuccimei, 1906). The single span steel bridge, marked by bowstring trusses simply supported by the existing side walls, remained of the most known iron bridge of the Capital, despite it lasted only twenty years. Indeed after 1911, the bridge designed by the National Company of Savigliano Fabrication Shops was demolished, but the components were used to build the new bowstring trusses and girders of the older Industry Bridge, realised in the southern part of the city under Pio IX (Figure 12). The demolition and reuse of the bridge components were fundamental for the work of virtual reconstruction of the work. The search for documentation in the archives of the capital and in the libraries that preserve the texts on the work of the Turin company, in fact, allowed only the collection of some vintage photos (Società Nazionale delle Officine di Savigliano, 1904). The presence of the construction elements of the Ponte degli Alari in the current Ponte dell'Industria has therefore allowed a verification of the geometric dimensions and of the material quality of the metal components, fundamental to proceed with an appropriate modeling that followed, as in the previous case study, the assembly phases of the bridge.

![Figure 12. Industry Bridge transformed using iron elements of Alari Bridge](image-url)

![Figure 13. Steps and details of the modeling procedure of Alari Bridge](image-url)
The first step included the modeling of one bowstring truss, that is 103.50 metres long and 13 metres high, drawing from below upwards. Indeed the lower chord is modelled with a couple of T profiles, each one composed of a single web, angles and flanges obtained through couples of plates, shaping a hollow section which allow the insertion of the struts (Xanthakos, 1994). These elements, positioned every 6 meters, are made of angles laced by plates V shaped, and their heads enter into the hollow section of the curved upper chord, composed of the same profiles of the lower one. The bowstring truss is completed by diagonal braces, which are channels or laced braces, joined through trapezoidal gusset plates (Figure 13A-B).

The second step concerned the drawing of athwart braces between bowstring trusses, for which are used beams and diagonal braces. The first ones are T profiles with a web composed by crossed V plates, while the second ones are like the vertical struts (Figure 13C-D). The completion of the metal structure, allows in the third step the addition of the deck layers: Zorés iron elements, a concrete casting and stone finishes for the two carriageways, each one 8 metres wide, that were separately used for tram cars and for horse coaches and pedestrians. The reconstruction of the bridge recreate the “machinery” and industrial appearance given by the repetition of close iron components (Figure 13E). The location near Castel Sant’Angelo paints a lost and unusual juxtaposition between roman antiquities and modern technologies.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The outcomes of the present work show the potential which are inherent in the proposed methodology and open to future developments: in particular following steps will consist not only in the modeling of the remaining bridges; for example, in case of involvement of stakeholders and urban associations, one another goal could be the launch of an online platform to host outcomes of the study and offer a place of dissemination, knowledge and discussion for the rediscovery of this “weak” heritage. This work will go with a possible revision of the heritage. This work will go with a possible revision of the methodology in order to solve emerging critical points; in particular, an aspect that still appears problematic concerns those demolished bridges whose historical documentation is lacking and consists of few images. In this case the image rectification is not always suitable for a 3d-modeling with a high level of reliability (Marini et al. 2001). As a possible alternative, the modeling of an iron bridge could be inspired by similar experiences related to the case study, in particular those referring to common designers and/or to the same companies and/or to identical structural schemes and construction systems. Technical solutions which were proposed by the 19th century empiricism, were indeed repeatedly tested and used, becoming at that time a scientific-technological background which represented a spread and common knowledge for the resolution of complex problems such as the construction of a bridge.

Further developments would extend the research to the heritage of iron bridges of the Italian railway system. In this case, a limited number of companies and designers involved in the construction - in particular a Piedmontese society, the Savigliano (Pisano and Sanjust, 2017), and a Neapolitan company IICM (Carughi, 2003) - and a limited number of structural schemes and building systems allow the use of parametric modeling, as proposed by current BIM methodologies. In particular the parametrization guaranteed by BIM, leads to a modeling process which is incredibly fast, drastically reducing times for the production of 3d- models and offering the opportunity to discover an unknown national infrastructural system of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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